
Chapter I - Introduction

Think of the reader: Would you continue reading?

Catch the reader’s attention
Background – facts 

Review literature - commentary

Objectives – justification for study 

Present tense

Problem & Purpose

Significance of the Study

Research Question or Hypothesis



Establish problem

Drives research

Introduces characters

Identifies audience

Short paper/narrow audience: remind

Long paper/broad audience: explain

W.S. Warner



Three Steps that move readers

1. General
What
Why is the topic important?

2. Focus
So what?
What’s missing?

3. Specific – your contribution
Here’s what
Thesis – claim/stance

W.S. Warner
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1. General – Establish Relevance

Significant

Phage therapy offers promise but with dire consequences.

Document evidence.

Trend

To understand the decline of krill, studies from 2000 have…

Cite the studies.

Implications

Analyzing the social effects of FGM is necessary, because…

“Necessary” must be clarified. 

W.S. Warner



Social Importance
as a phenomenon

Growing

Not only has Norway’s wolf population increased since 
the 1960’s, it has doubled since 2000 (Ref).

Talbot (2013) maps where rising sea levels now threaten 
more than one billion people.

Eternal

Norwegian foreign air continues to fail in… (Ref).

Fecal pathogens remain the primary source of… (Ref).

W.S. Warner



2. Focus – So What?
What’s missing?

Point out incomplete knowledge

Establish gap to fill

Signal the turn

although, however, despite, nevertheless 
However, the trial studies contain limited data to prove…

Although wheat yields have increased, the nutritional value…

W.S. Warner



Clarifying the gap

W.S. Warner

leads to your 

Precise wording: more critical, more credit
Neutral: There is a scarcity of research in the field.
Obscurity: The results of these studies were inconclusive.
Defect: Shows your understanding

A concern/problem/shortcoming in previous studies is 
Previous studies are inaccurate… overlook…  ignore…? 



3. Your contribution

Fill the gap

1. Keep reader in suspense

The purpose of this study is twofold: (i) to…, and (ii) to… 

2. Reveal results

Three experiments show decreased tillage depth reduced 
mold (Experiment 1) and erosion (Experiment 2). 
Experiment 3, however, suggests that mold… 

Maintain curiosity: the one emotion you need

W.S. Warner



Literature and 
Definitions
Literature review

Never say no research exists 

Length depends upon extent of research in your topic

Define operational definitions 
For this study, improvement is defined as post-test score minus pre-test.

natural, significant, resilient, sustainable



PhD 150 articles

Master 30-50



Related Work

William S. Warner

We adopt the notion of transaction from Brown (2007), as modified for distributed 
systems by White (2010), using the four-phase interpolation algorithm of Green et al. 
(2012). Our work differs from White in our revocation protocol, which deals with the 
case of priority inversion as described by Yellow (2013).

Introduction
Related work
The problem
My idea
The details
Conclusion 

Your Reader
Your Idea

Revocation protocol? 
Priority inversion?



Final things to remember



Placement of 
Figures and Tables 

Consider your reader
Readability vital

Near first reference

May be embedded in text
Avoid breaking text into small blocks (like some books)

W.S. Warner



How to refer to Tables and Figures 

Must be referred to in text 
Focus on data point, relationship, trend 
Refer parenthetically
Number sequentially (1, 2, 3, etc.)

In 2010, murder per capita was lowest in rural areas (Table 4), which 
supports Smith’s (1995 ) 15-year trend of rural crime (Fig. 7).

Do not simply direct the reader
Table 1 shows the summary results for genetic variation of trout.

Abbreviation
Figure abbreviated  Fig.
Table not abbreviated
Both spelled out in titles

W.S. Warner

Figure 1: Economic growth (1969-
2010)…
Table 1: Comparison of  GPD… 



Table and figure legends



Figure 4: Selection against areas with increasing risk of hunting mortality at 

an average level of bilberry density (A) and selection for high density bilberry 

areas at an average level of risk (B), for killed or surviving brown bears in the 

10 days before the hunting season in 2012-2015, in south-central Sweden. 

Probabilities have been converted back from the logit scale and represent 

actual probabilities of selection. The 95% confidence intervals are marked by 

the dashed line. 

Species

Where?

When?
Scale

Figure
name

What?

A B

Other important
details



APA referece style

• Journal article
Pfennig, A., Ritter, P. S., Höfler, M., Lieb, R., Bauer, M., Wittchen, H. U., & 

Beesdo-Baum, K. (2016). Symptom characteristics of depressive 
episodes prior to the onset of mania or hypomania. Acta 
psychiatrica Scandinavica, 133(3), 196-204. doi: 10.1111/acps.12469

• Book
Sødal, T. (2008). Til skræk og exempel: Trolldom, dødsstraff og kriminalitet på 

Agder ca. 1550-1700. Kristiansand: Portal.

• Website
Universitetet i Stavanger. (2016, 23.02). Organisasjonen. Hentet 

fra http://www.uis.no/om-uis/organisasjonen/

• Law
Åndsverkloven. (1961). Lov om opphavsrett til åndsverk m.v.

http://www.uis.no/om-uis/organisasjonen/






Remove EndNote connection



Abstract– catch the reader’s attention

• Your thesis in a nutshell

• Concise and coherent and able to stand alone 

• Uses keywords (specific and essential) 

• Understandable to a wider audience 

• Contains:

–Background and thesis statement

–Methods in brief

–Most important results

–Discussion – short interpretation of results



Good luck!


